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01: activist new yorK

This project is a re-design of the Activist New York 
exhibition at The Museum of the City of New York. 
I created a youthful identity that would appeal to 
younger generations, and chose bright, high contrast 
colors and bold typography that would stand out on 
the busy streets of New York.















02: Book nook

Book Nook is an independently owned, children’s new 
and used bookstore. It offers a cozy environment in 
which children are welcome to play and read, weekly 
readings for young children, and book club meetings 
for older children. I used bright colors and fun 
patterns to reflect the brand’s playful personality.











03: New york times publication 

This publication design was created for a feature New 
York Times Magazine article that explains the science 
behind disgust. My approach was to use seemingly 
wholesome images from 1950s magazines and catch 
viewers off guard with the disgusting imagery I contained 
within them, much how the feeling of disgust can catch 
us off guard in our everyday lives.













04: Brew moon diner

Brew Moon is a laid back, late night diner known for 
their strong, freshly brewed coffee and homemade pies. 
I chose a warm, 70s inspired color palette to reflect 
the diner’s comfortable and relaxing atmosphere.











05: PSA Posters

A series of posters created to direct Texas Tech students 
towards on-campus resources that can help them make 
new friends. Because meeting new people can be an 
anxiety ridden experience for some, these posters were 
designed to feel friendly and approachable.  







06: ora perfumery

Ora is a small-batch, all natural perfumery based 
in Brooklyn. They create unique, genderless scents 
based on tarot cards. I explored new ways of conveying 
timeless tarot card imagery through quirky collages 
and minimalist packaging.













07: other voices 

Other Voices is a clothing store based in Austin. 
Inspired by alternative subcultures of the 70s and 
80s, Other Voices offers curated vintage clothing, as 
well as their own sustainable, in-house designs. This 
brand identity is inspired by DIY punk zines and flyers. 











08: gem

Identity design and advertising for a travel app that 
highlights hidden gems, making it easier for travelers 
to find unique destinations.









09: Angel Olsen ‘My woman’

Album and merch design for singer-songwriter Angel 
Olsen’s third full length album, ‘MY WOMAN’. 
This concept is based around her song ‘Heart-
Shaped Face’, and her recent Wild Hearts tour.
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